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Summary
There is a substantial literature which demonstrates that irresponsible reporting of suicide can lead to copycat acts and, as a result, many countries have developed guidelines for media professionals. Some of the recommendations in these guidelines draw directly on the evidence and describe how reporting can be done in a measured fashion that minimises any likely negative influence. Other recommendations relate more to good journalistic practice and are about showing respect for the bereaved in their time of grieving. The study by Chapple et al, in this issue, indicates that there may sometimes be tensions between what media guidelines recommend and what those bereaved by suicide believe is important. We would argue that in such cases common ground can be reached.
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The study by Chapple et al,1 in this issue, makes an important contribution to the literature on suicide and the media by seeking the perspective of those who have lost a loved one to suicide. It explored the perceptions of 40 bereaved individuals of the media reporting that occurred in the aftermath of the death. Some of these individuals had been interviewed by the journalists who prepared the stories. Several common themes emerged from the study, most notably that these people valued accurate, compassionate and respectful media reporting.

Guidelines on responsible reporting of suicide

Concerns about the negative impact of irresponsible reporting of suicide have led to a proliferation of guidelines for media professionals.8 Four of these are mentioned by Chapple et al, but there are many more – the International Association for Suicide Prevention's Suicide and the Media Task Force identified over 30 from around the world with minimal effort (www.iasp.info/media_guidelines.php). These guidelines have been shown to have a positive impact on reporting, particularly when they are developed and introduced with the cooperation of media professionals.8 In some cases, these guidelines are accompanied by complementary activities such as media awards for exemplary reporting in the area.9

These guidelines are not about censorship; instead they provide advice about how to report responsibly if a decision is made to run a story about an individual’s suicide. Some of the recommendations in the guidelines draw directly on the evidence from media effects studies and relate to minimising the risk of copycat acts. For example, they urge journalists to moderate their coverage (because of the evidence that prominent stories may increase the likelihood of copycat acts) and to avoid explicit detail about the way in which the person died (because of the evidence that specific suicide methods may be copied).8

Other recommendations are based more on notions of good journalistic practice and common decency; the kinds of values that were the subject of the recent Leveson Inquiry.10 For example, many guidelines make reference to the fact that those who have been left behind after the death may be particularly vulnerable (e.g. at risk of self-harm themselves), and that any contact with them should respect their grieving process. The difference here is subtle – there is evidence from elsewhere in suicidology that those who have been bereaved by suicide are at heightened risk themselves,11 but there is no direct evidence from media-related

See pp. 228–232, this issue.

Suicide and the media: the state of current knowledge

The study provides an interesting perspective on the topic of media reporting of suicide. To date, the vast majority of research in this area has examined the impact of media reporting of suicide (‘media effects studies’).2 We reviewed the media effects studies that considered news and information media in 2001,3 and again in 2009.4 By the latter period, around 100 such studies had been conducted internationally. Collectively, these studies provide consistent evidence that incautious reporting of suicide can lead to imitative acts. For example, they urge journalists to moderate their coverage (e.g. repeated stories, front-page stories) has been shown to be followed by ‘spikes’ in suicide rates.5,6 Detailed reporting of the method of suicide has been found to be associated with particular increases in deaths by the method described.7

The media effects studies provide firm evidence that a relationship exists between media reporting of suicide and subsequent suicidal acts. What they do not, however, is ‘drill down’ to look at how news about suicide is generated, received and interpreted. Very little work has been done to shed light on the way in which stories about suicide are produced by media professionals, and on the way in which people who have been directly affected by suicide might shape them (‘news production studies’).2 Similarly, relatively little attention has been paid to the way in which media messages are interpreted by audiences in general and by bereaved people in particular (‘audience reception studies’).2 Chapple et al’s study is novel in considering the perceptions and experiences of those who have been bereaved by suicide.1
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Perspectives on what is important in media reporting

Chapple et al.’s study is interesting because it suggests that there may sometimes be tensions between what media guidelines recommend and what those bereaved by suicide believe is important, particularly in the case of recommendations that directly relate to minimising copycat acts. As noted, for example, the guidelines suggest that prominent reporting may be detrimental, particularly if it glorifies the death. For the bereaved, however, this sort of coverage may be seen as public recognition of their loved one and an appropriate memorial to his or her life. Similarly, the guidelines’ suggestion that it is preferable not to provide in-depth information about the method of suicide may clash with the views of the bereaved. They may feel that including this level of detail is necessary, particularly in circumstances where they believe that the death would not have occurred had the means of suicide not been available.

It would not be reasonable to expect those who have been bereaved by suicide to be aware of the evidence base surrounding the influence of the media on copycat behaviours. It is not surprising, therefore, that what the guidelines say about how and how not to report on suicide may differ from what the bereaved may want to say about the person they have lost. It is worth considering what the best approach might be when the two imperatives clash, and the role that media professionals might play in this. There will be instances when minimising the risk of copycat acts should be paramount, but there will also be instances where a middle ground might be reached. For example, reports about people who have overcome suicidal crises have been shown to be associated with a protective effect in terms of copycat suicide, and journalists may want to consider sensitive ways of exploring this angle.

The recommendations that relate to sound journalistic practice seem to more consistently align with the views of those who participated in Chapple et al.’s study. These recommendations boil down to giving due acknowledgement to the feelings of the bereaved. This means respecting their privacy, and not pursuing a story if they do not want to publicly share their grief. In cases where they do wish to talk, they should be allowed to do so at their own pace. They should not be pressured, and should be given latitude to provide only the information they feel comfortable in disclosing. Reporting should be accurate and faithful to the details they provide.

Ultimately, everyone would like to see a reduction in deaths by suicide. Suicide prevention experts work towards this goal on a daily basis. Media professionals take their role in educating the public seriously, and the issue of suicide is one area in which they can confirm facts and dispel myths. People who have been bereaved by suicide often say that they do not wish to see others go through the same experience. With these common views in mind, it should be possible to ensure that media reporting about individual suicides is both respectful of the bereaved and unlikely to lead to copycat acts. As guidelines are developed or revised, consideration should be given to strengthening recommendations about respecting the bereaved and taking into account their needs.

Conclusions
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